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Key facts and figures

Save-the-date:

18-21 September 2018

Where:

Fiere di Parma, Italy

4 days
9 sessions

90+ speakers
1,000 participants
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EFSA Panel members

EFSA staff

EU institutions and agencies

Int'l organisations / extra-EU food safety authorities

Universities / public research insitutes

EU national authorities

NGOs

Private sector and conslutants

Press/media/bloggers

Other
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Natural scientists

Social scientists

Communicators

Governmental
representatives

Other



The milestones of our journey

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Week
18-22/09

Opening of
registrations &
call for poster

abstracts

Week
15-19/01

Conference

18-21/09

Closing of call for poster
abstracts & early-career

researcher initiative

02/04

Launch of the
event APP

Week
02-06/07

Registrations as at 31 May:

1,853*
*before screening

Accepted posters:

220
of which 41 Early Career Researchers

First
announcement



The programme

 Plenary sessions:

 Where science meets

society. Putting risk

assessment in context

 Staying relevant in a

changing world

 Break-out sessions:

 Advancing risk

assessment science

 Human health

 Nutrition

 Biological hazards

 Environment

 Managing evidence

 Engaging with society

 Envisioning the

expertise of the future

Full programme on

Conference

website



Meeting schedule

18/09 19/09 20/09 21/09

Where science
meets society.

Putting risk
assessment in

context
(13:30-18:00)

Staying relevant
in a changing

world
(08:35-13:00)

Most voted poster
award ceremony

Poster exhibit +
poster pitches

(18:00-19:00)

Poster exhibit +
poster pitches

(17:30-18:30)

Networking cocktail

Human health
(08:30-17:30)

Environment
(08:30-17:30)

Nutrition
(08:30-12:15)

Human health
(08:30-12:15)

Engaging with
society

(08:30-17:30)

Managing
evidence
(08:30-17:30)

Registrations and
welcome lunch

(11:00-13:30)

Envisioning the
expertise of the

future
(13:45-17:30)

Biological hazards
(13:45-17:30)

Poster exhibit +
poster pitches

(17:30-18:30)



Topics tabled for discussion



Why should you attend?

 Relevant topics

 The EFSA conference 2018 is constructed around the motto

“contextualising risk assessment” and “staying relevant in a

changing world”. This means reflecting on the future of risk

assessment in food safety while acknowledging the social and

political context within which it operates.

 Networking opportunities

 Researchers, risk assessors, social scientists, risk managers and

stakeholders from all over the world will gather to discuss issues

around the complex interplay between science, food and

society.

 2025 EFSA Strategy

 Help shape the next EFSA Strategy



Questions?

scientific.conference@efsa.europa.eu


